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NNS121121-24. Naval Station Everett Debuts Small Craft Launch Dock 

By Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Jonathan A. Colon

EVERETT, Wash. (NNS) -- Naval Station Everett (NSE) held a ribbon-cutting ceremony for a small craft
launch dock designed specifically to ensure efficient operations for NSE harbor security boats, Nov. 21.

The new single-lane small craft launch dock, located at Port Gardner Bay alongside NSE's East
Waterway, will allow the Navy to operate more efficiently and effectively while responding to emergent
situations, whether it is security threats, boat rescue missions, or environmental concerns. The launch
dock will also allow NSE to employ small craft for tactical mobility and anti-terrorism efforts. 

Capt. Michael J. Coury, commanding officer of Naval Station Everett, explained the importance of the
boat launch and how it will improve natural disaster support. 

"The Navy practices with local emergency responders from Everett and Snohomish County several
times a year for a variety of possible situations including mutual aid and natural disasters," said Coury.
"Its location along Naval Station Everett's East Waterway drastically improves the Navy's ability to
support those efforts and quickly mobilize when required."

In order to allow additional construction of the small craft launch dock, a paper mill company adjacent
to NSE allowed the Navy access to demolish a World-War II wooden pier and mitigate additional water
shading in the harbor. 

Coury pointed out that extra precautions were undertaken as part of the project to ensure that the
construction of the small craft launch dock didn't affect the natural environment surrounding the dock.
The environmental staff members conducted marine mammal observations during the project to keep a
protective eye on Harbor seals and sea lions in the area and ensure they remained undisturbed.

Coury concluded the ceremony with a special thanks to all the individuals that were involved in the
construction of the launch dock. 

"This project represents yet another reason why Naval Station Everett continues to improve and excel
in its ability to support the strategic basing initiative which was the very impetus for its construction
and commissioning over 17 years ago," said Coury. "We couldn't continue to excel without the
dedicated Sailors and civilians who work on this base. Nor could we do it without the skill of the
contractors that helped build this base or the support of our communities and elected officials."

Val Runge, construction manager of Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Northwest,
oversaw the construction of the project, overall management of the project and was happy to see the
final product finished. 

"It allows the security and port operations to launch directly from the base instead of leaving the base
and having to launch from the port of Everett launch ramp, and it was good to see it finished today,"
said Runge.

Ray Stephanson, mayor of the City of Everett, described what it meant for the U.S. Navy and the city
of Everett to finish this project. 

"It continues to provide necessary assets for the defense of our country and the opportunity for this
boat launch is to prevent and manage oil spills, rescue missions or training that we do mutually
between the city of Everett and the U.S. Navy," said Stephanson. "It's just one more important asset
that brings value to Naval Station Everett." 

For more information, visit www.navy.mil, www.facebook.com/usnavy, or www.twitter.com/usnavy. 
-USN-
-USN-
-USN-
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NNS121121-28. NHB SCPOA Share and Serve Thanksgiving Meal to Junior Sailors

By Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class (SW) Charlemagne Obana, Naval Hospital Bremerton
Public Affairs

BREMERTON, Wash. (NNS) -- Naval Hospital Bremerton (NHB) Second Class Petty Officers Association
(SCPOA) members sponsored and served a special Thanksgiving luncheon Nov. 20 to residents and
staff of Shon Hall Bachelor Enlisted Quarters (BEQ).

"The SCPOA officers prepared and served the meal to all NHB BEQ residents and BEQ staff to provide a
holiday meal to those with no family in the local area and in appreciation to the BEQ staff," said
Hospital Corpsman 2nd Class Christopher Peacher, NHB SCPOA treasurer, and one of the coordinators
of the event.

"Our goal is to build relationships with our single Sailors and share our camaraderie and fellowship with
fellow staff who are spending this time of year away from their family."

The meal prepared for the Sailors included roast turkey, ham, mashed potatoes with gravy, corn,
green beans, quinoa with walnuts and Granny Smith apples, dinner rolls, a variety of pies, and
assorted soft drink beverages.

"I didn't expect [to be served a free holiday meal], but I really appreciate it," said Hospitalman Tyree
Nunn Jr., Shon Hall resident. "They know what they're doing because I'm not a fan of turkey most
days. The stuffing and the turkey was good."

Following the blessing of the meal with a prayer, Lt. Cmdr. Timothy May, NHB command chaplain, also
assisted the SCPOA members by serving the steamed vegetables in the BEQ lounge, one of the three
serving stations located around the BEQ during the luncheon.

NHB Command Master Chief (SS/SW) Douglas George, as the VIP guest of the luncheon, engaged BEQ
residents and staff in casual conversation after giving his thanks to SCPOA and the BEQ for taking care
of the most junior personnel at the hospital during this season.

"I thought it was great. We had a big turnout and everyone was appreciative," said George. "I don't
always get to see everyone individually so in that venue I got to talk to people one-on-one to know
how they feel and to make sure they have plans for Thanksgiving and the holidays. They're far from
home and even though this is shore duty, it is challenging especially if you're young and you've never
been away from home before and you don't have family here."

"I would say this was a great success," said Hospital Corpsman 2nd Class Kyle Hewitt, NHB physical
therapy technician and NHB SCPOA president and event coordinator. "We enjoyed giving the residents
the opportunity to have a holiday meal and to have one-on-one time with the CMC. We are looking
forward to doing it again next year with an expanded menu and serving times to accommodate the
residents working night shifts."

For more news from Naval Hospital Bremerton, visit www.navy.mil/local/nhb/.  
-USN-
-USN-
-USN-

NNS121122-01. Navy Engineers Complete Successful Arctic Testing of Critical Communications System 

From Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division Public Affairs

DAHLGREN, Va. (NNS) -- Navy engineers scattered across Alaska's polar region successfully
communicated to their counterparts in the continental United States for the first time under austere
weather conditions with handheld Distributed Tactical Communications System (DTCS) Nov. 21.

The civilian engineers - testing DTCS over thousands of miles in November - confirmed its new global
range capability over a multi-satellite, multi-spot beam architecture that will enhance command and
control for U.S. Northern Command and U.S. European Command.

"We provided the ability for personnel to communicate in the polar regions above the Arctic Circle and
provide reach-back, a paramount capability that otherwise does not exist at the tactical level," said

http://www.navy.mil/local/nhb/
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DTCS technical manager, Igor Marchosky. "We tested the global architecture part of the DTCS system,
and it worked as designed."

The engineers maintained continuous communications between three DTCS testing sites in Alaska
(Barrow, Kotzebue, and Anchorage) and two sites in the continental United States - U.S. Northern
Command (NORTHCOM) headquarters, Colorado Springs, Colo., and the Naval Surface Warfare Center
Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD), Dahlgren. Va. 

"In spite of inclement weather and the elements of the polar region environment, we all had casual,
normal conversation among the sites," said DTCS Program Manager, Nathan Rodecap.

DTCS Phase 3 - leveraging the Iridium low earth orbiting satellite constellation - ensures coverage
above the Arctic Circle, eliminating shortfalls and supplementing areas in which current systems are
not reliable.

"We sustained voice communications, chat sessions, and position location information transmission to
and from every site," said Marchosky, co-located with Rodecap and Rear Adm. Thomas H. "Hank"
Bond, Jr., NORTHCOM Command and Control Systems Director at the Colorado Springs site during the
testing.

DTCS, developed by NSWCDD and Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory scientists and engineers, is the
result of commercial off-the-shelf parts and applied science, technology, and systems integration. It
was designed to ensure reliable connections with a constellation of 66 satellites providing global
availability for joint forces on the ground, in vehicles, aboard aircraft - and now in the polar region -
via Iridium-based radios that provide on-the-move, over-the-horizon, beyond line-of-sight voice and
position location information without the need for local ground infrastructure.

"The Phase 3 capability will be adopted by all combatant commands and used in a wider range of
missions such as continuous, robust, Arctic communications," said DTCS Deputy Technical Manager,
John Giscard, who tested the system on site with Joint Task Force Alaska (JTF-Alaska) leadership in
Anchorage. "Its global communications can be applied to search and rescue, ship patrols, and natural
disasters when responders' line of sight won't work as well." 

The capability also provides greater capacity and interoperability with legacy services.

"This demonstration builds confidence that we can leverage the available capabilities of Iridium to
address critical communications gaps and add resiliency to our communications networks at a very
effective cost point and on accelerated timelines in comparison to flying military-unique constellations,"
said Robert Gold, DoD Information Systems and Cyber Security Director.

Since NSWCDD engineers developed DTCS seven years ago, warfighters in Afghanistan and Iraq
received more than 7,000 Phase 2 tactical radios.

The two previous phases of DTCS responded to shortfalls for mobile users. Specifically, Phases 1 and 2
provided satellite communications to users who did not previously have instant mobile access to a
global communications system. 

The new phase builds upon the satellite communications capability by increasing range, capacity,
reliability and utility. 

"Phase 3 testing demonstrated the global architecture," said Rodecap. "We've been successful in each
prior phase, and we also expect to be successful in the evaluation and operationalization of Phase 3."

Once operational, DTCS Phase 3 is expected to enable communications everywhere at any time, closing
the digital divide and providing access to all from users on the ground to disadvantaged warfighters
who lack good communications.

"The DTCS Phase 3 demonstration at NSWC Dahlgren showed how an innovative and unique
application of commercial space systems can be utilized to bring broad area command and control
capability to the tactical level," said Navy Capt. Bruce Dickey, program executive office space systems
technical advisor. 

This is good news for warfighters at the tactical edge who can be separated from the greater global
information grid due to the inherent challenges of critical bidirectional information flow. Their needs
can now be met with lightweight, resilient, and capable systems that leverage leading industry designs,
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components, and manufacturing methods.

"In order to close the gap of the 'tactical' digital divide, warfighters must be presented with the
information they need, whenever they need it, and however they need it, while injecting the
appropriate information needed at the operational level," said Marchosky.

For more information, visit www.navy.mil, www.facebook.com/usnavy, or www.twitter.com/usnavy.  
-USN-
-USN-
-USN-

NNS121122-03. California Sailors Help Serve Thanksgiving Meals to the Homeless

By Andrea Howry, Naval Base Ventura County Public Affairs

OXNARD, Calif. (NNS) -- Sailors from Naval Base Ventura County were among the 150 volunteers who
showed up at the Ventura County Rescue Mission in Oxnard Calif., Nov. 21.

"We are so appreciative that the military is willing to give up a day and come help the community,"
said John Saltee, director of the rescue mission. "We are so pleased with the turnout."

Chief Staff Officer David Sasek and Command Master Chief Thomas Cyr were among several local
dignitaries at one buffet table serving food onto plates that were then taken to the families seated at
picnic tables all over the rescue mission property. 

Another buffet table was staffed by Sailors in their khaki uniforms, while more Sailors shuttled
steaming plates of food to the hungry families.

While serving did not begin until noon, several volunteers came as early as 10:30 a.m. to help with
behind-the-scenes work, from wrapping plastic tableware in napkins and tying them with orange yarn
to setting out drinking cups filled with ice. 

A dozen other volunteers from the base visited the rescue mission the day before to help set up for
the feast.

"It's important to help out," said Construction Electrician 3rd Class Bryan Sheridan of Naval Mobile
Construction Battalion (NMCB) 3. "We all need to give something back."

"We have a lot of things to be thankful for. We need to give, too," said Logistics Specialist 2nd Class
Ivy Jane Ibarra, also of NMCB 3. 

Five volunteers came from Naval Branch Health Clinic, including Hospital Corpsman 1st Class Starleen
Whitaker.

"I wanted to help support the needy," said Whitaker. "I like reaching out to the community."

Lt. Jeffrey Han, base chaplain, said the religious ministries team organizes several volunteer
opportunities at the rescue mission every year.

"This is important because it's Thanksgiving," he said. "But it's important to volunteer the other 364
days of the year as well." 

For more news from Naval Base Ventura County, visit www.navy.mil/local/nbvc/.  
-USN-
-USN-
-USN-

NNS121123-02. Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy Visits 5th Fleet

By Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Blake Midnight, U.S. Naval Forces Central Command
Public Affairs

NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY, Bahrain (NNS) -- Master Chief Petty Office of the Navy (MCPON) Mike D.
Stevens visited Naval Support Activity (NSA), Bahrain and other local commands, Nov. 18-23 to meet
Sailors, access the quality of life in the region, address any concerns and discuss his 'Zeroing in on

http://www.twitter.com/usnavy
http://www.navy.mil/local/nbvc/
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Excellence' initiative.

Stevens began his visit with an all chief petty officers call where he discussed the three main focal
areas of his initiative. Developing leaders, fostering good order and discipline and controlling what we
own.

"I believe this initiative provides a strong framework that allows us, through leadership, to build an
environment where the Navy gets stronger," said Stevens.

Stevens also visited Commander, Task Force 56 which is responsible for expeditionary combat forces in
the U.S. 5th Fleet Area of Responsibility, where he commended leadership for their outstanding
performance in this critical region of the world.

"What I've seen here is a fairly large amount of Sailors in an expeditionary type environment,
functioning in a very effective and efficient manor," said Stevens.

During a tour of NSA, Stevens met with the directors of Morale, Welfare and Recreation, Fleet and
Family Services Center and base housing where he toured the barracks to learn more about the quality
of life for Sailors in the region.

Stevens spent a lot of his time visiting Sailors from different detachments of Naval Security Forces,
Bahrain, to include the Military Working Dog unit and the Harbor Patrol unit where he answered
questions about the future of the Navy in this region.

"In the foreseeable future the number of Sailors that we have in the Navy is going to remain relatively
the same," said Stevens. "At the same time there is a lot going on in the world and in this region that
requires the Navy's involvement, so there is going to be a significant demand on our Sailors and their
families to continue to execute our mission."

Rounding out his visit MCPON joined the Chief of Naval Operations Adm. Jonathan W. Greenert for an
all-hands call and trip to Mina Salman Pier where they toured mine countermeasure ships.

This was Stevens' first visit to the U.S. 5th Fleet since becoming the Navy's 13th MCPON and he
relayed his pride and approval of the job the men and women are doing here.

"Our force is resilient, our sailors and families are strong and our people understand the importance of
our mission and I am confident they will continue to deliver," said Stevens.

U.S. 5th Fleet's mission is to conduct maritime security operations, defeat violent extremism and
strengthen partner nations' maritime capabilities in order to promote security and stability in the
region.

For more news from Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Central Command/5th Fleet, visit
www.navy.mil/local/cusnc/.  
-USN-
-USN-
-USN-

NNS121121-26. Anchorage Arrives at Homeport in San Diego

By Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Aramis Ramirez, Expeditionary Strike Group 3 Public
Affairs

SAN DIEGO (NNS) -- Pre-Commissioning Unit Anchorage (LPD 23) moored pierside for the first time at
her homeport in San Diego during a homecoming ceremony Nov. 21.

The Navy's newest amphibious transport dock completed her maiden voyage from the Huntington
Ingalls Industries (HII) Shipbuilding site in Avondale, La. where she departed Oct. 30. The departure
completed nearly six years of construction when fabrication kicked off in January 2007.

Fire Controlman 1st Class Michael Keller was among the first crew members to report to Anchorage
while she was under construction, arriving in Avondale more than a year-and-a-half ago.

"The entire process was amazing to witness and be a part of," said Keller, who hails from San Diego.
"When I got to Anchorage, she wasn't even painted. There were wires everywhere, scaffolds, and

http://www.navy.mil/local/cusnc/
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decks were bare metal. The relationship we built with both the shipbuilders and each other really
brought this ship to life. I know as the first crew members, we'll be proud to leave behind a legacy
that will endure throughout the entirety of Anchorage's history."

Anchorage's crew will spend the next few months working on certifications and completing installation
of non-essential ship systems prior to sailing to her namesake Anchorage, Alaska where she will be
commissioned in May. 

"We are excited to be reunited with our families," said Capt. Brian J. Quin, Anchorage's commanding
officer. "It's been a rewarding journey, but we're not done yet. We look forward to the next round of
testing and our voyage to Alaska. The community in Anchorage has already welcomed us with open
arms and we will work even harder to live up to the rich diversity and tradition present in the ship's
namesake municipality."

Anchorage is the seventh San Antonio-class amphibious transport dock. She was delivered to the U.S.
Navy Sept. 17. The ship is the second ship to be named for the city.

For more information about Anchorage, visit
http://www.public.navy.mil/surfor/lpd23/Pages/default.aspx or
http://www.facebook.com/anchoragelpd23.  

For more news from Expeditionary Strike Group 3, visit www.navy.mil/local/esg3/.  
-USN-
-USN-
-USN-

NNS121121-27. Ike to Return Home Early, Redeploys in 2013

From Navy Office of Information

WASHINGTON (NNS) -- The Navy has directed the temporary return of the aircraft carrier USS Dwight
D. Eisenhower(CVN 69) from her current overseas deployment, allowing the ship to return home for
two months before sending it back to the Middle East region.

The unusual move is being made to accommodate delays due to emergent repair work on USS Nimitz
(CVN 68). The Everett, Wash.-based carrier was expected to deploy to the region to relieve
Eisenhower early next year. Nimitz is now expected to deploy once repair work is complete.

Bringing Eisenhower back home to its homeport in Norfolk, Va. in December will permit the Navy to
resurface the ship's flight deck and make it available to return and remain in the Middle East region for
several more months. This decision also provides the ship's crew a welcome holiday respite from what
will become nearly 10 months on station.

"Our Navy is in high demand operating forward all over the world," said Chief of Naval Operations
Adm. Jonathan Greenert. "And our Sailors, civilians and their families are doing a great job meeting
that demand. Expanded maintenance work on USS Nimitz was unpredictable and has required us to
establish a carrier schedule that satisfies our commitments overseas and most importantly is mindful of
the stress on our Navy family. This is the right thing to do."

The John C. Stennis Carrier Strike Group, currently deployed to the region, will continue providing
carrier presence in the CENTCOM Area of Responsibility. Stennis departed its homeport of Bremerton in
August.

For more information, visit www.navy.mil, www.facebook.com/usnavy, or www.twitter.com/usnavy. 
-USN-
-USN-
-USN-

NNS121122-02. USS Michael Murphy, Navy's Newest Destroyer Arrives in Pearl Harbor

By Mass Communication Specialist Seaman Diana N. Quinlan and Mass Communication Specialist 2nd
Class Daniel Barker, Navy Public Affairs Support Element West, Det. Hawaii

PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii (NNS) -- Arleigh-Burke class destroyer USS Michael Murphy (DDG 112) arrived
to her new homeport of Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam Nov. 21. 

http://www.facebook.com/anchoragelpd23
http://www.navy.mil/local/esg3/
http://www.twitter.com/usnavy
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The newest destroyer honors Navy SEAL (Sea, Air, Land) Lt. Michael P. Murphy, who was
posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor for his heroic actions during Operation Red Wings in
Afghanistan June 28, 2005.

Murphy led a four-man team tasked with finding a key Taliban leader in the mountainous terrain near
Asadabad, Afghanistan, when they came under fire from a much larger enemy force with superior
tactical position.

Mortally wounded while exposing himself to enemy fire, Murphy knowingly left his position of cover to
get a clear signal in order to communicate with his headquarters. While being shot at repeatedly,
Murphy calmly provided his unit's location and requested immediate support for his element. He
returned to his cover position to continue the fight until finally succumbing to wounds.

"It is great to bring this ship home," said Cmdr. Tom Shultz, commanding officer of USS Michael
Murphy and its crew of nearly 300 Sailors. "This ship and crew arrive home for the first time ready to
do what our namesake, Lt. Michael Patrick Murphy, did for this country and his teammates."

Adm. Cecil D. Haney, commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet; Rear Adm. Frank Ponds, commander, Navy Region
Hawaii and Naval Surface Group Middle Pacific; and Capt. Wallace Lovely greeted the crew of USS
Murphy at the pier.

"I want to congratulate you on your arrival here and enjoy the Pacific Fleet 'ohana'," said Haney.
"Thanks to you and everyone here, including our Navy SEALs and the joint service operators, it's a
thrill to be here today for your arrival on the Navy's newest and most advanced multi-mission
destroyer, USS Michael Murphy."

For many Sailors aboard the destroyer this was their first time in Hawaii, as the ship and Sailors
aboard pulled into Pearl Harbor decorated with traditional Hawaiian leis.

"Today as we came into port, it was like nothing I've seen before," said Culinary Specialist 3rd Class
Hayleigh Mullins. "We got hyped up, we've been waiting for this day and no one slept last night. When
we were coming in we got to man the rails very early so we got to watch the whole travel into Hawaii
and it was very welcoming with ships whistling and everybody standing out, it was the best feeling in
the world."

The naming of the Navy destroyer for Michael Murphy is one of several tributes to the Navy SEAL.
Murphy has also been recognized by having a park in Long Island named after him; a monument at a
post office in his hometown dedicated to Murphy and the others that who died; and a veterans' plaza
in his name at Penn State University.

"USS Michael Murphy, the most flexible, lethal and multi-mission capable ship of its kind, represents
the backbone of our surface combatant fleet," said Chief of Naval Operations, Adm. Jonathan Greenert.
"It is one of the best destroyers in the world. This ship will operate forward around the globe, assuring
allies, projecting power and defending our nation. And, like its namesake Lt. Michael Murphy, this ship
will serve to protect, influence and win in an era of uncertainty."

Designated DDG 112, Michael Murphy is the 62nd Arleigh Burke-class destroyer, capable of conducting
operations from peacetime presence and crisis management to sea control and power projection.
Michael Murphy is capable of fighting air, surface and subsurface battles simultaneously and will
contain a myriad of offensive and defensive weapons designed to support maritime warfare.

The 9,200-ton Michael Murphy was built by General Dynamics Bath Iron Works. The ship is 509 feet in
length, has a waterline beam of 59 feet, and has a navigational draft of 31 feet. Four gas turbine
engines will power the ship to speeds in excess of 30 knots.

For more information, visit www.navy.mil, www.facebook.com/usnavy, or www.twitter.com/usnavy.  
-USN-
-USN-
-USN-

NNS121123-01. CNO Visits Bahrain to Listen, Learn from Sailors During the Holiday Season

By Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class (EXW) Timothy Wilson, Naval Support Activity Public
Affairs

http://www.twitter.com/usnavy
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MANAMA, Bahrain (NNS) -- The chief of naval operations (CNO) visited Naval Support Activity (NSA)
Bahrain to view operations within the 5th Fleet Area of Responsibility (AOR), speak with members of
the NSA Bahrain community and to visit ships, Nov. 21.

During his visit, Adm. Jonathan W. Greenert stressed the importance of maintaining access to the
waterways in the region while enabling the warfighters who operate forward to succeed in their
missions. 

"The Arabian Gulf is incredibly important and Bahrain is our Navy home," said Greenert. "It is
important today and in the future, as we rebalance our fleet in the Asia-Pacific and the Arabian Gulf
since we will be here a long time."

Conducting an all-hands call Greenert began with a reenlistment ceremony for eight Sailors, including
Master-at-Arms 2nd Class Danny Jasso, assigned to Naval Security Forces, who added six years to his
Navy contract. 

"I was delighted to carry on knowing that the chief of naval operations granted me that opportunity in
the greatest naval fighting force on planet earth," said Jasso. "It was a special privilege and I am
grateful to do so with a powerful policy-maker. My only wish was that my family was present to have
witnessed such a special moment."

During the all-hands call Greenert discussed the Navy's position report where he outlined the emerging
challenges the Navy faces.

"Number one is sexual assault," he said. "There are too many and that needs to change. It's a safety
issue and I need an all-hands effort."

Secondly, he said the rate of suicide among Sailors is creeping up from three years ago. 

"If you see a shipmate that is acting differently, say something," Greenert said. 

"Three, our [operational]-tempo is high and we need to adjust to that. We need to look at the
individual tempo of our Sailors and adjust accordingly."

Lastly, Greenert said he wants to get the fleet to align to proper manning levels, especially concerning
leadership positions. Initiatives have been installed and are ready to be executed to place these skills
sets in the proper places.

In conjunction with his visit, Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON) Michael D. Stevens was
also present for the all-hands call. While addressing the crowd, he focused on his 'Zeroing in on
Excellence' initiative, which consists of developing leaders, good order and discipline, and controlling
what [the Navy] owns. 

"Zeroing in on Excellence is in support of the CNO's directions," said Stevens. "It is a framework and
foundation from which each command can work together."

In addition to today's visit, Greenert visited Sailors aboard USS Rushmore (LSD-47) Nov. 20 shortly
after arriving in the AOR. He thanked the crew for their dedication and perseverance.

"Thank you to all the Sailors and Marines working hard, and doing an important mission, on the ship,"
said Greenert. "What all of you do out here in 5th Fleet is more important than I think you could
probably imagine." 

Last September, militaries from approximately 27 nations cooperated in an international mine
countermeasure exercise (IMCMEX '12) to preserve freedom of navigation in Middle Eastern waterways
and promote regional stability within the 5th Fleet AOR.

"The international exercise and mission requirements that you all have recently conducted supports
powerful coalition partnerships, and enforces our nation's critical maritime security mission," he said.

Greenert said he would visit other ships during the Thanksgiving holidays in order to spend time with
Sailors. 

"I am here this week to listen, to learn and to see Sailors," he said. "I am here to listen to what they
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have to say so I can take that back and lead on."

-USN-
-USN-
-USN-

NNS121123-04. CNO and MCPON Visit Ike

By Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Nathanael Miller, USS Dwight D. Eisenhower Public Affairs 

USS DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER, At Sea (NNS) -- The Chief of naval operations (CNO) Adm. Jonathan
Greenert and Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON) (AW/NAC) Mike D. Stevens visited USS
Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69) (Ike) over the Thanksgiving holiday, Nov. 22-23.

The during the visit the CNO and MCPON helped served Thanksgiving dinner, ate with on the mess
decks, and held an all-hands call where the CNO reenlisted 26 Sailors.

During the all-hands call, the CNO touched on his tenets for the fleet-warfighting first, operate forward
and be ready. He told Sailors how vital the health of the force was to him and expressed his gratitude
for the resiliency and endurance that the Sailors are displaying in providing presence and stability to
the region. 

"One of my tenets is 'be ready,'" said Greenert. "I'm looking for ships, aircraft and squadrons to be
ready and manned by people who are competent and proficient. This is a crew who are competent and
they're proficient."

The CNO admitted that the Navy was undergoing a number of changes, both in rebalancing of forces
and operational capabilities of its platforms, but he assured Ike and Carrier Air Wing (CVW) 7 Sailors
that the Navy's greatest weapon is and will always be its people. 

"I've been admiring your work from afar," said Greenert at the all-hands call when asked if he knew
that Ike was a high-performing ship before coming to visit it in person. "You guys have worked
through technical issues, turned and burned to get out here, and I never heard of a complaint. This is
one squared away carrier, air wing and strike group." 

During the trip, the CNO and MCPON had the opportunity to observe many parts of carrier life and see
up close the work environments ranging from the galley to the reactor spaces. They spoke with Sailors
on the deckplate, passing along holiday greetings, while also providing a rare opportunity for Sailors to
talk with the highest level of the Navy's command.

"It is a real honor to be able to join the CNO and Mrs. Greenert to visit the Sailors aboard the Ike,"
said Stevens while making some brief remarks during the all-hands call. "Please let your families know
we are thinking about them. When you get back to your home station, take care of yourselves and
take care of them."

The CNO served Thanksgiving dinner to the Sailor on board by carving turkey at a carving station while
MCPON served Sailors as they came through the serving line. The gesture and the overall visit were
greatly appreciated by the Sailors aboard IKE. 

"I think it's great they came all the way out here just to spend time with us," said Logistics Specialist
Seaman Jacqueline Malone, assigned to the 'Pukin' Dogs' of Strike Fighter Squadron (VFA) 143. "It
makes me feel like we're important to have the 'big boss' come out."

Greenert capped his visit with the reenlistment of 26 Sailors. The Sailors who were sworn back into the
Navy were proud and grateful for the chance to be reenlisted by the chief of naval operations.

"I am truly honored. When looking back over your career, you will have milestones to talk about. This
will definitely be one of them," said Senior Chief Hospital Corpsman (SW/AW/FMF) Timothy Fabrizi, one
of the reenlistees, who is from Ike's Dental Department. Fabrizi transfers from Ike in December and
said the CNO's visit was a wonderful way to finish his tour. "This event will culminate three long but
great years aboard IKE with an exclamation mark."

Logistics Specialist 3rd Class (AW) Princess Epps of Ike's Supply Department said she was honored that
the CNO conducted her first reenlistment.
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"I think that this is a remarkable experience to be able to meet the CNO," said Eppps. "To actually
have the highest ranking officer in the Navy reenlist me is an honor and a privilege that will stay with
me for the rest of my life." 

Eisenhower and CVW 7 are deployed to the U.S. 5th Fleet Area of Responsibility conducting maritime
security operations, theater security cooperation efforts and support missions as part of Operation
Enduring Freedom.

For more news from USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69), visit www.navy.mil/local/cvn69/.  

NNS121123-03. Current All Hands Update

From Defense Media Activity - Navy

WASHINGTON (NNS) -- All Hands Update features four newscasts today - one two-minute newscast
and three one-minute newscasts.

Two-minute newscast-
- Navy Exchanges Worldwide Offer Navy Blue Friday Discounts 
https://navcms.dma.mil/video_player.asp?id=17819  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6uz4WalMI4  

First one-minute newscast-
- Reminder to Sailors that Placing Hands in Pockets While in Uniform is Against Regulations 
https://navcms.dma.mil/video_player.asp?id=17826  
http://youtu.be/E0eXmGnx6lw  

Second one-minute newscast-
- Sailors from Naval Hospital Jacksonville Mentor Darnell Cookman High School Students
https://navcms.dma.mil/video_player.asp?id=17824  
http://youtu.be/e1aWmEeL0mE  

Third one-minute newscast-
- Sailors from Naval Hospital Rota Provide Hearing, Vision Screening to Elementary School Students
https://navcms.dma.mil/video_player.asp?id=17825  
http://youtu.be/0zHl3nqjPXU  

Defense Media Activity-Navy usually produces four All Hands Update (AHU) newscasts each day - one
two-minute newscast and three one-minute newscasts. AHU can be seen throughout the day and
evening on the Direct-to Sailor (DTS) satellite television service available aboard 160 ships of the fleet
and via the Navy Web site at www.navy.mil . Check your local DTS program schedule for air times.
AHU can also be seen throughout the world on the American Forces Radio and Television Service
(AFRTS). 
-USN-
-USN-
-USN-

-USN-
-USN-
-USN-

NNS020724-51. This Day in Naval History - Nov. 23

From the Navy News Service

1940 - President Franklin D. Roosevelt appoints Adm. William D. Leahy as U.S. Ambassador to Vichy,
France, to try to prevent the French fleet and naval bases from falling into German hands.

-USN-
-USN-
-USN-

Navy News Service is the official news wire service of the U.S. Navy, containing stories recently posted
to the Navy Web site at www.navy.mil.  It is a product of the Defense Media Navy - 6700 Taylor Rd.,
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Fort Meade, MD 20755. Reprints should be credited to the Navy News Service (NNS).

For the latest in Navy news from around the fleet, visit www.navy.mil.  

For all Navy-related questions, review the FAQs posted at www.navy.mil or visit www.history.navy.mil.
 

Media queries should be directed to the Navy News Desk at (703) 697-5342.
-USN-

http://www.navy.mil/
http://www.history.navy.mil/
http://www.govdelivery.com/portals/powered-by
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Naval Station Everett Debuts Small
Craft Launch Dock
Story Number: NNS121121-24 Release Date: 11/21/2012 2:22:00 PM

By Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Jonathan A. Colon

EVERETT, Wash. (NNS) -- Naval Station Everett (NSE) held a ribbon-cutting ceremony for a small
craft launch dock designed specifically to ensure efficient operations for NSE harbor security
boats, Nov. 21.

The new single-lane small craft launch dock, located at Port Gardner Bay alongside NSE's East
Waterway, will allow the Navy to operate more efficiently and effectively while responding to
emergent situations, whether it is security threats, boat rescue missions, or environmental
concerns. The launch dock will also allow NSE to employ small craft for tactical mobility and anti-
terrorism efforts. 

Capt. Michael J. Coury, commanding officer of Naval Station Everett, explained the importance of
the boat launch and how it will improve natural disaster support. 

"The Navy practices with local emergency responders from Everett and Snohomish County several
times a year for a variety of possible situations including mutual aid and natural disasters," said
Coury. "Its location along Naval Station Everett's East Waterway drastically improves the Navy's
ability to support those efforts and quickly mobilize when required."

In order to allow additional construction of the small craft launch dock, a paper mill company
adjacent to NSE allowed the Navy access to demolish a World-War II wooden pier and mitigate
additional water shading in the harbor. 

Coury pointed out that extra precautions were undertaken as part of the project to ensure that
the construction of the small craft launch dock didn't affect the natural environment surrounding
the dock. The environmental staff members conducted marine mammal observations during the
project to keep a protective eye on Harbor seals and sea lions in the area and ensure they
remained undisturbed.

Coury concluded the ceremony with a special thanks to all the individuals that were involved in
the construction of the launch dock. 

"This project represents yet another reason why Naval Station Everett continues to improve and
excel in its ability to support the strategic basing initiative which was the very impetus for its
construction and commissioning over 17 years ago," said Coury. "We couldn't continue to excel
without the dedicated Sailors and civilians who work on this base. Nor could we do it without the
skill of the contractors that helped build this base or the support of our communities and elected
officials."

Val Runge, construction manager of Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Northwest,
oversaw the construction of the project, overall management of the project and was happy to see
the final product finished. 

"It allows the security and port operations to launch directly from the base instead of leaving the
base and having to launch from the port of Everett launch ramp, and it was good to see it
finished today," said Runge.

Ray Stephanson, mayor of the City of Everett, described what it meant for the U.S. Navy and the
city of Everett to finish this project. 

"It continues to provide necessary assets for the defense of our country and the opportunity for
this boat launch is to prevent and manage oil spills, rescue missions or training that we do
mutually between the city of Everett and the U.S. Navy," said Stephanson. "It's just one more
important asset that brings value to Naval Station Everett." 

For more information, visit www.navy.mil, www.facebook.com/usnavy, or www.twitter.com/usnavy.
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NHB SCPOA Share And Serve
Thanksgiving Meal To Junior Sailors
Story Number: NNS121121-28 Release Date: 11/21/2012 5:06:00 PM

By Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class (SW) Charlemagne Obana, Naval Hospital Bremerton Public Affairs

BREMERTON, Wash. (NNS) -- Naval Hospital Bremerton (NHB) Second Class Petty Officers
Association (SCPOA) members sponsored and served a special Thanksgiving luncheon Nov. 20 to
residents and staff of Shon Hall Bachelor Enlisted Quarters (BEQ).

"The SCPOA officers prepared and served the meal to all NHB BEQ residents and BEQ staff to
provide a holiday meal to those with no family in the local area and in appreciation to the BEQ
staff," said Hospital Corpsman 2nd Class Christopher Peacher, NHB SCPOA treasurer, and one of
the coordinators of the event.

"Our goal is to build relationships with our single Sailors and share our camaraderie and
fellowship with fellow staff who are spending this time of year away from their family."

The meal prepared for the Sailors included roast turkey, ham, mashed potatoes with gravy, corn,
green beans, quinoa with walnuts and Granny Smith apples, dinner rolls, a variety of pies, and
assorted soft drink beverages.

"I didn't expect [to be served a free holiday meal], but I really appreciate it," said Hospitalman
Tyree Nunn Jr., Shon Hall resident. "They know what they're doing because I'm not a fan of
turkey most days. The stuffing and the turkey was good."

Following the blessing of the meal with a prayer, Lt. Cmdr. Timothy May, NHB command
chaplain, also assisted the SCPOA members by serving the steamed vegetables in the BEQ
lounge, one of the three serving stations located around the BEQ during the luncheon.

NHB Command Master Chief (SS/SW) Douglas George, as the VIP guest of the luncheon, engaged
BEQ residents and staff in casual conversation after giving his thanks to SCPOA and the BEQ for
taking care of the most junior personnel at the hospital during this season.

"I thought it was great. We had a big turnout and everyone was appreciative," said George. "I
don't always get to see everyone individually so in that venue I got to talk to people one-on-one
to know how they feel and to make sure they have plans for Thanksgiving and the holidays.
They're far from home and even though this is shore duty, it is challenging especially if you're
young and you've never been away from home before and you don't have family here."

"I would say this was a great success," said Hospital Corpsman 2nd Class Kyle Hewitt, NHB
physical therapy technician and NHB SCPOA president and event coordinator. "We enjoyed giving
the residents the opportunity to have a holiday meal and to have one-on-one time with the CMC.
We are looking forward to doing it again next year with an expanded menu and serving times to
accommodate the residents working night shifts."

For more news from Naval Hospital Bremerton, visit www.navy.mil/local/nhb/.
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Navy Engineers Complete Successful
Arctic Testing Of Critical
Communications System
Story Number: NNS121122-01 Release Date: 11/22/2012 1:35:00 AM

From Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division Public Affairs

DAHLGREN, Va. (NNS) -- Navy engineers scattered across Alaska's polar region successfully
communicated to their counterparts in the continental United States for the first time under
austere weather conditions with handheld Distributed Tactical Communications System (DTCS)
Nov. 21.

The civilian engineers - testing DTCS over thousands of miles in November - confirmed its new
global range capability over a multi-satellite, multi-spot beam architecture that will enhance
command and control for U.S. Northern Command and U.S. European Command.

"We provided the ability for personnel to communicate in the polar regions above the Arctic Circle
and provide reach-back, a paramount capability that otherwise does not exist at the tactical
level," said DTCS technical manager, Igor Marchosky. "We tested the global architecture part of
the DTCS system, and it worked as designed."

The engineers maintained continuous communications between three DTCS testing sites in Alaska
(Barrow, Kotzebue, and Anchorage) and two sites in the continental United States - U.S. Northern
Command (NORTHCOM) headquarters, Colorado Springs, Colo., and the Naval Surface Warfare
Center Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD), Dahlgren. Va. 

"In spite of inclement weather and the elements of the polar region environment, we all had
casual, normal conversation among the sites," said DTCS Program Manager, Nathan Rodecap.

DTCS Phase 3 - leveraging the Iridium low earth orbiting satellite constellation - ensures coverage
above the Arctic Circle, eliminating shortfalls and supplementing areas in which current systems
are not reliable.

"We sustained voice communications, chat sessions, and position location information
transmission to and from every site," said Marchosky, co-located with Rodecap and Rear Adm.
Thomas H. "Hank" Bond, Jr., NORTHCOM Command and Control Systems Director at the Colorado
Springs site during the testing.

DTCS, developed by NSWCDD and Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory scientists and engineers,
is the result of commercial off-the-shelf parts and applied science, technology, and systems
integration. It was designed to ensure reliable connections with a constellation of 66 satellites
providing global availability for joint forces on the ground, in vehicles, aboard aircraft - and now
in the polar region - via Iridium-based radios that provide on-the-move, over-the-horizon,
beyond line-of-sight voice and position location information without the need for local ground
infrastructure.

"The Phase 3 capability will be adopted by all combatant commands and used in a wider range of
missions such as continuous, robust, Arctic communications," said DTCS Deputy Technical
Manager, John Giscard, who tested the system on site with Joint Task Force Alaska (JTF-Alaska)
leadership in Anchorage. "Its global communications can be applied to search and rescue, ship
patrols, and natural disasters when responders' line of sight won't work as well." 

The capability also provides greater capacity and interoperability with legacy services.

"This demonstration builds confidence that we can leverage the available capabilities of Iridium to
address critical communications gaps and add resiliency to our communications networks at a
very effective cost point and on accelerated timelines in comparison to flying military-unique
constellations," said Robert Gold, DoD Information Systems and Cyber Security Director.

Since NSWCDD engineers developed DTCS seven years ago, warfighters in Afghanistan and Iraq
received more than 7,000 Phase 2 tactical radios.

The two previous phases of DTCS responded to shortfalls for mobile users. Specifically, Phases 1
and 2 provided satellite communications to users who did not previously have instant mobile
access to a global communications system. 

The new phase builds upon the satellite communications capability by increasing range, capacity,
reliability and utility. 

"Phase 3 testing demonstrated the global architecture," said Rodecap. "We've been successful in
each prior phase, and we also expect to be successful in the evaluation and operationalization of
Phase 3."

Once operational, DTCS Phase 3 is expected to enable communications everywhere at any time,
closing the digital divide and providing access to all from users on the ground to disadvantaged
warfighters who lack good communications.

"The DTCS Phase 3 demonstration at NSWC Dahlgren showed how an innovative and unique
application of commercial space systems can be utilized to bring broad area command and
control capability to the tactical level," said Navy Capt. Bruce Dickey, program executive office
space systems technical advisor. 

This is good news for warfighters at the tactical edge who can be separated from the greater
global information grid due to the inherent challenges of critical bidirectional information flow.
Their needs can now be met with lightweight, resilient, and capable systems that leverage leading
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industry designs, components, and manufacturing methods.

"In order to close the gap of the 'tactical' digital divide, warfighters must be presented with the
information they need, whenever they need it, and however they need it, while injecting the
appropriate information needed at the operational level," said Marchosky. 
For more information, visit www.navy.mil, www.facebook.com/usnavy, or www.twitter.com/usnavy.
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California Sailors Help Serve
Thanksgiving Meals To The Homeless
Story Number: NNS121122-03 Release Date: 11/22/2012 2:46:00 AM

By Andrea Howry, Naval Base Ventura County Public Affairs

OXNARD, Calif. (NNS) -- Sailors from Naval Base Ventura County were among the 150 volunteers
who showed up at the Ventura County Rescue Mission in Oxnard Calif., Nov. 21.

"We are so appreciative that the military is willing to give up a day and come help the
community," said John Saltee, director of the rescue mission. "We are so pleased with the
turnout."

Chief Staff Officer David Sasek and Command Master Chief Thomas Cyr were among several local
dignitaries at one buffet table serving food onto plates that were then taken to the families seated
at picnic tables all over the rescue mission property. 

Another buffet table was staffed by Sailors in their khaki uniforms, while more Sailors shuttled
steaming plates of food to the hungry families.

While serving did not begin until noon, several volunteers came as early as 10:30 a.m. to help
with behind-the-scenes work, from wrapping plastic tableware in napkins and tying them with
orange yarn to setting out drinking cups filled with ice. 

A dozen other volunteers from the base visited the rescue mission the day before to help set up
for the feast.

"It's important to help out," said Construction Electrician 3rd Class Bryan Sheridan of Naval
Mobile Construction Battalion (NMCB) 3. "We all need to give something back."

"We have a lot of things to be thankful for. We need to give, too," said Logistics Specialist 2nd
Class Ivy Jane Ibarra, also of NMCB 3. 

Five volunteers came from Naval Branch Health Clinic, including Hospital Corpsman 1st Class
Starleen Whitaker.

"I wanted to help support the needy," said Whitaker. "I like reaching out to the community."

Lt. Jeffrey Han, base chaplain, said the religious ministries team organizes several volunteer
opportunities at the rescue mission every year.

"This is important because it's Thanksgiving," he said. "But it's important to volunteer the other
364 days of the year as well." 

For more news from Naval Base Ventura County, visit www.navy.mil/local/nbvc/.
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121121-D-QK571-165 VENTURA, Ca. (Nov. 21, 2012) Left,
Capt. David Sasek and Command Master Chief Thomas Cyr,
the chief staff officer and command master chief at Naval Base
Ventura County, serve up thanksgiving meals with members of
local community and law enforcement agencies. Thirty Sailors,
including Chief Petty Officer Alan Grow, right, helped serve
over 800 meals at the Ventura County Rescue Mission in
Oxnard, Calif. Nov. 21. (Photo by Andrea Howry, NBVC public
affairs/Released)
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Master Chief Petty Officer Of The
Navy Visits 5th Fleet
Story Number: NNS121123-02 Release Date: 11/23/2012 10:46:00 AM

By Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Blake Midnight, U.S. Naval Forces Central Command Public Affairs

NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY, Bahrain (NNS) -- Master Chief Petty Office of the Navy (MCPON) Mike
D. Stevens visited Naval Support Activity (NSA), Bahrain and other local commands, Nov. 18-23
to meet Sailors, access the quality of life in the region, address any concerns and discuss his
'Zeroing in on Excellence' initiative.

Stevens began his visit with an all chief petty officers call where he discussed the three main focal
areas of his initiative. Developing leaders, fostering good order and discipline and controlling
what we own.

"I believe this initiative provides a strong framework that allows us, through leadership, to build
an environment where the Navy gets stronger," said Stevens.

Stevens also visited Commander, Task Force 56 which is responsible for expeditionary combat
forces in the U.S. 5th Fleet Area of Responsibility, where he commended leadership for their
outstanding performance in this critical region of the world.

"What I've seen here is a fairly large amount of Sailors in an expeditionary type environment,
functioning in a very effective and efficient manor," said Stevens.

During a tour of NSA, Stevens met with the directors of Morale, Welfare and Recreation, Fleet
and Family Services Center and base housing where he toured the barracks to learn more about
the quality of life for Sailors in the region.

Stevens spent a lot of his time visiting Sailors from different detachments of Naval Security
Forces, Bahrain, to include the Military Working Dog unit and the Harbor Patrol unit where he
answered questions about the future of the Navy in this region.

"In the foreseeable future the number of Sailors that we have in the Navy is going to remain
relatively the same," said Stevens. "At the same time there is a lot going on in the world and in
this region that requires the Navy's involvement, so there is going to be a significant demand on
our Sailors and their families to continue to execute our mission."

Rounding out his visit MCPON joined the Chief of Naval Operations Adm. Jonathan W. Greenert for
an all-hands call and trip to Mina Salman Pier where they toured mine countermeasure ships.

This was Stevens' first visit to the U.S. 5th Fleet since becoming the Navy's 13th MCPON and he
relayed his pride and approval of the job the men and women are doing here.

"Our force is resilient, our sailors and families are strong and our people understand the
importance of our mission and I am confident they will continue to deliver," said Stevens.

U.S. 5th Fleet's mission is to conduct maritime security operations, defeat violent extremism and
strengthen partner nations' maritime capabilities in order to promote security and stability in the
region.

For more news from Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Central Command/5th Fleet, visit
www.navy.mil/local/cusnc/.
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121119-N-WB378-172 MINA SALMAN PIER, Bahrain (Nov. 19,
2012) Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON) Mike D.
Stevens speaks with Sailors assigned to the Harbor Patrol Unit
of Naval Security Forces, Bahrain, during a visit to the U.S.
Central Command area of responsibility. U.S. 5th Fleet's
mission is to conduct maritime security operations, defeat
violent extremism and strengthen partner nations' maritime
capabilities in order to promote security and stability in the
U.S. 5th Fleet area of responsibility. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist 2nd Class Blake Midnight/Released)
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Anchorage Arrives At Homeport In
San Diego
Story Number: NNS121121-26 Release Date: 11/21/2012 2:31:00 PM

By Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Aramis Ramirez,  Expeditionary Strike Group 3 Public Affairs

SAN DIEGO (NNS) -- Pre-Commissioning Unit Anchorage (LPD 23) moored pierside for the first
time at her homeport in San Diego during a homecoming ceremony Nov. 21.

The Navy's newest amphibious transport dock completed her maiden voyage from the Huntington
Ingalls Industries (HII) Shipbuilding site in Avondale, La. where she departed Oct. 30. The
departure completed nearly six years of construction when fabrication kicked off in January 2007.

Fire Controlman 1st Class Michael Keller was among the first crew members to report to
Anchorage while she was under construction, arriving in Avondale more than a year-and-a-half
ago.

"The entire process was amazing to witness and be a part of," said Keller, who hails from San
Diego. "When I got to Anchorage, she wasn't even painted. There were wires everywhere,
scaffolds, and decks were bare metal. The relationship we built with both the shipbuilders and
each other really brought this ship to life. I know as the first crew members, we'll be proud to
leave behind a legacy that will endure throughout the entirety of Anchorage's history."

Anchorage's crew will spend the next few months working on certifications and completing
installation of non-essential ship systems prior to sailing to her namesake Anchorage, Alaska
where she will be commissioned in May. 

"We are excited to be reunited with our families," said Capt. Brian J. Quin, Anchorage's
commanding officer. "It's been a rewarding journey, but we're not done yet. We look forward to
the next round of testing and our voyage to Alaska. The community in Anchorage has already
welcomed us with open arms and we will work even harder to live up to the rich diversity and
tradition present in the ship's namesake municipality."

Anchorage is the seventh San Antonio-class amphibious transport dock. She was delivered to the
U.S. Navy Sept. 17. The ship is the second ship to be named for the city.

For more information about Anchorage, visit
http://www.public.navy.mil/surfor/lpd23/Pages/default.aspx or http://www.facebook.com/anchoragelpd23. 

For more news from Expeditionary Strike Group 3, visit www.navy.mil/local/esg3/.
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121121-N-ZP355-015 SAN DIEGO (Nov. 21, 2012) The San
Antonio-class amphibious transport dock ship PCU Anchorage
(LPD 23) arrives in its new homeport of San Diego. Anchorage,
the second ship bearing the name, is schedule to have its
commissioning ceremony in its namesake city of Anchorage,
Alaska, May 2013. (U.S. Navy photo by Senior Chief Mass
Communication Specialist Robert Winkler/Released)
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Ike To Return Home Early, Redeploys
In 2013
Story Number: NNS121121-27 Release Date: 11/21/2012 4:37:00 PM

From Navy Office of Information

WASHINGTON (NNS) -- The Navy has directed the temporary return of the aircraft carrier USS
Dwight D. Eisenhower(CVN 69) from her current overseas deployment, allowing the ship to return
home for two months before sending it back to the Middle East region.

The unusual move is being made to accommodate delays due to emergent repair work on USS
Nimitz (CVN 68). The Everett, Wash.-based carrier was expected to deploy to the region to
relieve Eisenhower early next year. Nimitz is now expected to deploy once repair work is
complete.

Bringing Eisenhower back home to its homeport in Norfolk, Va. in December will permit the Navy
to resurface the ship's flight deck and make it available to return and remain in the Middle East
region for several more months. This decision also provides the ship's crew a welcome holiday
respite from what will become nearly 10 months on station.

"Our Navy is in high demand operating forward all over the world," said Chief of Naval Operations
Adm. Jonathan Greenert. "And our Sailors, civilians and their families are doing a great job
meeting that demand. Expanded maintenance work on USS Nimitz was unpredictable and has
required us to establish a carrier schedule that satisfies our commitments overseas and most
importantly is mindful of the stress on our Navy family. This is the right thing to do."

The John C. Stennis Carrier Strike Group, currently deployed to the region, will continue providing
carrier presence in the CENTCOM Area of Responsibility. Stennis departed its homeport of
Bremerton in August.

For more information, visit www.navy.mil, www.facebook.com/usnavy, or www.twitter.com/usnavy.
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When we heard of this wonderful news of the IKE coming back home, it just made Thanksgiving a
day to feel the Blessing that it is. We look forward to having all of you come Home! Happy
Holidays!

11/22/2012 4:01:00 PM
This is so Awesome-
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121104-N-GC639-155 U.S. 5TH FLEET AREA OF
RESPONSIBILITY (Nov. 4, 2012) The aircraft carrier Dwight D.
Eisenhower (CVN 69) is underway in the U.S. 5th Fleet area of
responsibility conducting maritime security operations, theater
security cooperation efforts and support missions for Operation
Enduring Freedom. (U.S. Navy Photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 3rd Class Ryan D. McLearnon/Released)

November 7, 2012
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USS Michael Murphy, Navy's Newest
Destroyer Arrives In Pearl Harbor
Story Number: NNS121122-02 Release Date: 11/22/2012 2:28:00 AM

By Mass Communication Specialist Seaman Diana N. Quinlan and Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Daniel Barker, Navy
Public Affairs Support Element West, Det. Hawaii

PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii (NNS) -- Arleigh-Burke class destroyer USS Michael Murphy (DDG 112)
arrived to her new homeport of Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam Nov. 21. 

The newest destroyer honors Navy SEAL (Sea, Air, Land) Lt. Michael P. Murphy, who was
posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor for his heroic actions during Operation Red Wings in
Afghanistan June 28, 2005.

Murphy led a four-man team tasked with finding a key Taliban leader in the mountainous terrain
near Asadabad, Afghanistan, when they came under fire from a much larger enemy force with
superior tactical position.

Mortally wounded while exposing himself to enemy fire, Murphy knowingly left his position of
cover to get a clear signal in order to communicate with his headquarters. While being shot at
repeatedly, Murphy calmly provided his unit's location and requested immediate support for his
element. He returned to his cover position to continue the fight until finally succumbing to
wounds.

"It is great to bring this ship home," said Cmdr. Tom Shultz, commanding officer of USS Michael
Murphy and its crew of nearly 300 Sailors. "This ship and crew arrive home for the first time
ready to do what our namesake, Lt. Michael Patrick Murphy, did for this country and his
teammates."

Adm. Cecil D. Haney, commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet; Rear Adm. Frank Ponds, commander, Navy
Region Hawaii and Naval Surface Group Middle Pacific; and Capt. Wallace Lovely greeted the crew
of USS Murphy at the pier.

"I want to congratulate you on your arrival here and enjoy the Pacific Fleet 'ohana'," said Haney.
"Thanks to you and everyone here, including our Navy SEALs and the joint service operators, it's
a thrill to be here today for your arrival on the Navy's newest and most advanced multi-mission
destroyer, USS Michael Murphy."

For many Sailors aboard the destroyer this was their first time in Hawaii, as the ship and Sailors
aboard pulled into Pearl Harbor decorated with traditional Hawaiian leis.

"Today as we came into port, it was like nothing I've seen before," said Culinary Specialist 3rd
Class Hayleigh Mullins. "We got hyped up, we've been waiting for this day and no one slept last
night. When we were coming in we got to man the rails very early so we got to watch the whole
travel into Hawaii and it was very welcoming with ships whistling and everybody standing out, it
was the best feeling in the world."

The naming of the Navy destroyer for Michael Murphy is one of several tributes to the Navy SEAL.
Murphy has also been recognized by having a park in Long Island named after him; a monument
at a post office in his hometown dedicated to Murphy and the others that who died; and a
veterans' plaza in his name at Penn State University.

"USS Michael Murphy, the most flexible, lethal and multi-mission capable ship of its kind,
represents the backbone of our surface combatant fleet," said Chief of Naval Operations, Adm.
Jonathan Greenert. "It is one of the best destroyers in the world. This ship will operate forward
around the globe, assuring allies, projecting power and defending our nation. And, like its
namesake Lt. Michael Murphy, this ship will serve to protect, influence and win in an era of
uncertainty."

Designated DDG 112, Michael Murphy is the 62nd Arleigh Burke-class destroyer, capable of
conducting operations from peacetime presence and crisis management to sea control and power
projection. Michael Murphy is capable of fighting air, surface and subsurface battles
simultaneously and will contain a myriad of offensive and defensive weapons designed to support
maritime warfare.

The 9,200-ton Michael Murphy was built by General Dynamics Bath Iron Works. The ship is 509
feet in length, has a waterline beam of 59 feet, and has a navigational draft of 31 feet. Four gas
turbine engines will power the ship to speeds in excess of 30 knots.

For more information, visit www.navy.mil, www.facebook.com/usnavy, or www.twitter.com/usnavy.
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CNO Visits Bahrain To Listen, Learn
From Sailors During The Holiday
Season
Story Number: NNS121123-01 Release Date: 11/23/2012 7:19:00 AM

By Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class (EXW) Timothy Wilson, Naval Support Activity Public Affairs

MANAMA, Bahrain (NNS) -- The chief of naval operations (CNO) visited Naval Support Activity
(NSA) Bahrain to view operations within the 5th Fleet Area of Responsibility (AOR), speak with
members of the NSA Bahrain community and to visit ships, Nov. 21.

During his visit, Adm. Jonathan W. Greenert stressed the importance of maintaining access to the
waterways in the region while enabling the warfighters who operate forward to succeed in their
missions. 

"The Arabian Gulf is incredibly important and Bahrain is our Navy home," said Greenert. "It is
important today and in the future, as we rebalance our fleet in the Asia-Pacific and the Arabian
Gulf since we will be here a long time."

Conducting an all-hands call Greenert began with a reenlistment ceremony for eight Sailors,
including Master-at-Arms 2nd Class Danny Jasso, assigned to Naval Security Forces, who added
six years to his Navy contract. 

"I was delighted to carry on knowing that the chief of naval operations granted me that
opportunity in the greatest naval fighting force on planet earth," said Jasso. "It was a special
privilege and I am grateful to do so with a powerful policy-maker. My only wish was that my
family was present to have witnessed such a special moment."

During the all-hands call Greenert discussed the Navy's position report where he outlined the
emerging challenges the Navy faces.

"Number one is sexual assault," he said. "There are too many and that needs to change. It's a
safety issue and I need an all-hands effort."

Secondly, he said the rate of suicide among Sailors is creeping up from three years ago. 

"If you see a shipmate that is acting differently, say something," Greenert said. 

"Three, our [operational]-tempo is high and we need to adjust to that. We need to look at the
individual tempo of our Sailors and adjust accordingly."

Lastly, Greenert said he wants to get the fleet to align to proper manning levels, especially
concerning leadership positions. Initiatives have been installed and are ready to be executed to
place these skills sets in the proper places.

In conjunction with his visit, Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON) Michael D. Stevens
was also present for the all-hands call. While addressing the crowd, he focused on his 'Zeroing in
on Excellence' initiative, which consists of developing leaders, good order and discipline, and
controlling what [the Navy] owns. 

"Zeroing in on Excellence is in support of the CNO's directions," said Stevens. "It is a framework
and foundation from which each command can work together."

In addition to today's visit, Greenert visited Sailors aboard USS Rushmore (LSD-47) Nov. 20
shortly after arriving in the AOR. He thanked the crew for their dedication and perseverance.

"Thank you to all the Sailors and Marines working hard, and doing an important mission, on the
ship," said Greenert. "What all of you do out here in 5th Fleet is more important than I think you
could probably imagine." 

Last September, militaries from approximately 27 nations cooperated in an international mine
countermeasure exercise (IMCMEX '12) to preserve freedom of navigation in Middle Eastern
waterways and promote regional stability within the 5th Fleet AOR.

"The international exercise and mission requirements that you all have recently conducted
supports powerful coalition partnerships, and enforces our nation's critical maritime security
mission," he said.

Greenert said he would visit other ships during the Thanksgiving holidays in order to spend time
with Sailors. 

"I am here this week to listen, to learn and to see Sailors," he said. "I am here to listen to what
they have to say so I can take that back and lead on."
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121121-N-WL435-310 MANAMA, Bahrain (Nov. 21, 2012) Chief
of Naval Operations (CNO) Adm. Jonathan Greenert and Master
Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON) Michael Stevens talk
with Sailors during an all hands call at Naval Support Activity
Bahrain. Greenert and Stevens were in Bahrain to engage
Navy leadership as well as Sailors in the U.S. Fifth Fleet area
of responsibility. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 1st Class Peter D. Lawlor/Released)
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CNO And MCPON Visit Ike
Story Number: NNS121123-04 Release Date: 11/23/2012 2:41:00 PM

By Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Nathanael Miller, USS Dwight D. Eisenhower Public Affairs

USS DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER, At Sea (NNS) -- The Chief of naval operations (CNO) Adm.
Jonathan Greenert and Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON) (AW/NAC) Mike D.
Stevens visited USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69) (Ike) over the Thanksgiving holiday, Nov.
22-23.

The during the visit the CNO and MCPON helped served Thanksgiving dinner, ate with on the
mess decks, and held an all-hands call where the CNO reenlisted 26 Sailors.

During the all-hands call, the CNO touched on his tenets for the fleet-warfighting first, operate
forward and be ready. He told Sailors how vital the health of the force was to him and expressed
his gratitude for the resiliency and endurance that the Sailors are displaying in providing presence
and stability to the region. 

"One of my tenets is 'be ready,'" said Greenert. "I'm looking for ships, aircraft and squadrons to
be ready and manned by people who are competent and proficient. This is a crew who are
competent and they're proficient."

The CNO admitted that the Navy was undergoing a number of changes, both in rebalancing of
forces and operational capabilities of its platforms, but he assured Ike and Carrier Air Wing (CVW)
7 Sailors that the Navy's greatest weapon is and will always be its people. 

"I've been admiring your work from afar," said Greenert at the all-hands call when asked if he
knew that Ike was a high-performing ship before coming to visit it in person. "You guys have
worked through technical issues, turned and burned to get out here, and I never heard of a
complaint. This is one squared away carrier, air wing and strike group." 

During the trip, the CNO and MCPON had the opportunity to observe many parts of carrier life
and see up close the work environments ranging from the galley to the reactor spaces. They
spoke with Sailors on the deckplate, passing along holiday greetings, while also providing a rare
opportunity for Sailors to talk with the highest level of the Navy's command.

"It is a real honor to be able to join the CNO and Mrs. Greenert to visit the Sailors aboard the
Ike," said Stevens while making some brief remarks during the all-hands call. "Please let your
families know we are thinking about them. When you get back to your home station, take care of
yourselves and take care of them."

The CNO served Thanksgiving dinner to the Sailor on board by carving turkey at a carving station
while MCPON served Sailors as they came through the serving line. The gesture and the overall
visit were greatly appreciated by the Sailors aboard IKE. 

"I think it's great they came all the way out here just to spend time with us," said Logistics
Specialist Seaman Jacqueline Malone, assigned to the 'Pukin' Dogs' of Strike Fighter Squadron
(VFA) 143. "It makes me feel like we're important to have the 'big boss' come out."

Greenert capped his visit with the reenlistment of 26 Sailors. The Sailors who were sworn back
into the Navy were proud and grateful for the chance to be reenlisted by the chief of naval
operations.

"I am truly honored. When looking back over your career, you will have milestones to talk about.
This will definitely be one of them," said Senior Chief Hospital Corpsman (SW/AW/FMF) Timothy
Fabrizi, one of the reenlistees, who is from Ike's Dental Department. Fabrizi transfers from Ike in
December and said the CNO's visit was a wonderful way to finish his tour. "This event will
culminate three long but great years aboard IKE with an exclamation mark."

Logistics Specialist 3rd Class (AW) Princess Epps of Ike's Supply Department said she was
honored that the CNO conducted her first reenlistment.

"I think that this is a remarkable experience to be able to meet the CNO," said Eppps. "To
actually have the highest ranking officer in the Navy reenlist me is an honor and a privilege that
will stay with me for the rest of my life." 

Eisenhower and CVW 7 are deployed to the U.S. 5th Fleet Area of Responsibility conducting
maritime security operations, theater security cooperation efforts and support missions as part of
Operation Enduring Freedom.

For more news from USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69), visit www.navy.mil/local/cvn69/.
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121119-N-WB378-170 MINA SALMAN PIER, Bahrain (Nov. 19,
2012) Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy (MCPON) Mike D.
Stevens speaks with Sailors assigned to the Harbor Patrol Unit
of Naval Security Forces, Bahrain, during a visit to the U.S.
Central Command area of responsibility. U.S. 5th Fleet's
mission is to conduct maritime security operations, defeat
violent extremism and strengthen partner nations' maritime
capabilities in order to promote security and stability in the
U.S. 5th Fleet area of responsibility. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist 2nd Class Blake Midnight/Released)
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Current All Hands Update
Story Number: NNS121123-03 Release Date: 11/23/2012 12:13:00 PM

From Defense Media Activity - Navy

WASHINGTON (NNS) -- All Hands Update features four newscasts today - one two-minute
newscast and three one-minute newscasts.

Two-minute newscast-
- Navy Exchanges Worldwide Offer Navy Blue Friday Discounts 
https://navcms.dma.mil/video_player.asp?id=17819 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6uz4WalMI4 

First one-minute newscast-
- Reminder to Sailors that Placing Hands in Pockets While in Uniform is Against Regulations 
https://navcms.dma.mil/video_player.asp?id=17826 
http://youtu.be/E0eXmGnx6lw 

Second one-minute newscast-
- Sailors from Naval Hospital Jacksonville Mentor Darnell Cookman High School Students
https://navcms.dma.mil/video_player.asp?id=17824 
http://youtu.be/e1aWmEeL0mE 

Third one-minute newscast-
- Sailors from Naval Hospital Rota Provide Hearing, Vision Screening to Elementary School
Students
https://navcms.dma.mil/video_player.asp?id=17825 
http://youtu.be/0zHl3nqjPXU 

Defense Media Activity-Navy usually produces four All Hands Update (AHU) newscasts each day -
one two-minute newscast and three one-minute newscasts. AHU can be seen throughout the day
and evening on the Direct-to Sailor (DTS) satellite television service available aboard 160 ships of
the fleet and via the Navy Web site at www.navy.mil. Check your local DTS program schedule for
air times. AHU can also be seen throughout the world on the American Forces Radio and
Television Service (AFRTS).

LEAVE A COMMENT
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This Day In Naval History - Nov. 23
Story Number: NNS020724-51 Release Date: 7/24/2002 2:34:00 PM

From the Navy News Service

1940 - President Franklin D. Roosevelt appoints Adm. William D. Leahy as U.S. Ambassador to
Vichy, France, to try to prevent the French fleet and naval bases from falling into German hands.

For more information about naval history, visit the Naval Historical Center Web site at
www.history.navy.mil.

Comment submission for this story is now closed.
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 121118-N-YF306-158 U.S. 5TH FLEET AREA OF
RESPONSIBILITY (Nov. 18, 2012) The Aircraft carrier John
C. Stennis (CVN 74) operates in the U.S. 5th Fleet Area of
Responsibility during sunset. Stennis is deployed to the
U.S. 5th Fleet area of Responsibility conducting maritime
security operations, theater security cooperation efforts
and support missions as part of Operation Enduring
Freedom. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 2nd Class Aaron Chase/Released)
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USS GEORGE WASHINGTON THE US NAVY'S FORWARD DEPLOYED AIRCRAFT CARRIER  RETURNS TO ITS FORWARD 
OPERATING LOCATION OF FLEET ACTIVITIES YOKOSUKA JAPAN CONCLUDING ITS 2012 PATROL. SAILORS 
RETURNED TO A WARM WELCOME FROM FRIENDS AND FAMILY ON THE PIER. 


"DEPLOYMENT WAS GREAT. IT WAS CHALLENGING AT TIMES. IT'S ALWAYS GOOD TO BE BACK WITH FAMILY."
 
GEORGE WASHINGTON AND ITS EMBARKED CARRIER AIRWING FIVE PARTICIPATED IN THREE JOINT TRAINING 
EXERCISES WITH REGIONAL PARTNERS, VISITED THREE ASIA PACIFIC NATIONS TO PRACTICE 
INTEROPERABILITY AND CONDUCTED DUEL-CARRIER OPERATIONS WITH USS JOHN C. STENNIS DURING THE 
SECOND HALF OF ITS 2012 PATROL. FOR USS GEORGE WASHINGTON I'M PETTY OFFICER ALYSIA HERNANDEZ.
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HELICOPTER ANTI-SUBMARINE SQUADRON HS-15 OFFICIALLY TRANSITIONED TO HELICOPTER SEA COMBAT 
SQUADRON HSC-15 DURING A RECENT CEREMONY AT NAVAL AIR STATION NORTH ISLAND.


"THE PRINCIPLE THING THAT WE'RE NOT DOING ANY MORE IS THAT WE'RE NOT CHASING SUBMARINES 
ANYMORE. BUT WE HAVE RETAINED MANY OF OUR OTHER MISSION SETS TO INCLUDE; ANTI-SURFACE WARFARE 
AS WELL AS NAVAL SPECIAL WARFARE SUPPORT AND COMBAT SEARCH AND RESCUE. THE AIRCRAFT IS HIGHLY 
CAPABLE AND THE TRANSITION HAS BEEN QUITE SMOOTH AND WE EXPECT THAT WE'LL CONTINUE TO DO IT 
VERY WELL." 


THE TRANSITION IS PART OF THE NAVY'S NEW DIRECTION FOR THE ROTARY WING COMMUNITY.


"BASICALLY WE HAD TO RE-QUAL ON EVERYTHING. ITS CHANGED A LOT WITH THE AIRCRAFT BECAUSE THERE 
IS DIFFERENT COMPONENTS ON IT NOW, ITS MORE COMBAT RELATED NOW SO ITS MORE WEAPONS SYSTEMS."


FROM SAN DIEGO, I'M PETTY OFFICER STEPHEN DOYLE.
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